Stem cells.
In this issue, 'Pancreatology and the Web' focuses on stem cell research, one of the 21st century's most exciting areas of science. Stem cell research has been advancing our knowledge about how an organism develops from a single cell and how healthy cells replace damaged cells in adult organisms. Although still in its infancy, this field also offers a revolutionary way to repair diseased and damaged body tissues by replacing them with healthy new cells, thereby promising the possibility of cell-based therapies to treat disease, known as regenerative or reparative medicine. Stem cells are unspecialized cells that retain the ability to renew themselves through cell division and can differentiate into a diverse range of specialized cell types, such as the insulin-producing cells of the pancreas. In addition, another emerging field is specific to cancer stem cells, which are a subset of the bulk tumor responsible for initiating and maintaining the disease. Therefore, with the exciting progress in the field, these websites were chosen to direct you toward more information about stem cells, whether this applies to your area of research or you wish to have a better knowledge base of the field in general.